2020 Election Results

President, Secretary, Treasurer - Results

Ray Lemke was the only member nominated and therefore ran unopposed for President, Secretary, Treasurer and will take over the office on October 1, 2020

Vice Chairpersons - results

100 Ballots Returned

55 Votes for Jeffrey Hoeger

46 Votes for Joshua Burns

46 Votes for Robert Briley

27 Votes for Samuel Boeding

The Tie between Briley and Burns was decided by a flip of a coin. It was decided that Briley was heads and Burns was tails. The Election Committee flipped the coin and the result was tails.

The Election Committee Designated Jeffrey Hoeger and Joshua Burns as the newly elected Vice Chairpersons taking office October 1, 2020

Congratulations to all Candidates and to Local 3’s newly elected officers!